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Measurements of the absolute values of the radiation intensity in the

wavelength range of 6.6-32 nm of stainless steel targets with pulsed laser

excitation
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The paper presents experimental data on the absolute values of the radiation intensity in the wavelength range

of 6.6-32 nm for a stainless steel target excited by a Nd: YAG laser with parameters λ = 1064 nm, Epulse = 0.45 J,

τ = 4 ns, ν = 10Hz. The results are of interest for various applications using laboratory laser-plasma sources of

soft X-ray and extreme ultraviolet radiation.
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Introduction

Laser plasma sources (LPS) of soft X-ray (SX) and

extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation with solid target

are widely used in reflectometers [{]1-7}, diffraction

spectrometers [{]8-10} and various laser plasma experi-

ments [{]11,12}. The advantages of such sources are

high efficiency of laser radiation transformation to short-

wave and large average power, small (50−150µm) dimen-

sions [{]2,13} and quasicontinuous nature of spectrum in

the most cases, when the additional measures on plasma

”
exhaustion“ are not applied [{]13,14}. In fact, the only

disadvantage of this source type is a strong erosion of a

target, that can results in structural and optical elements

contamination with target erosion products. However,

several ways to effectively solve this problem have been

found recently [{]15,16}. In reflectometers, when radiation

comes to spectrometer through small (about 100µm) slots,

and the first X-ray optical grazing incidence element is on

large (one meter and more) distance, this problem is solved

”
automatically“.

The most problematic is contamination of optical entry

to vacuum, through which the laser radiation comes to

the source chamber. However, according to experience of

various groups, including the authors, use of replaceable

protective quartz screen solves this problem [17].

Despite the significant number of studies on LPS with

solid target for reflectometric applications, particularly,

above mentioned, they basically include spectral dependen-

cies of a probe beam intensity. The only exceptions are

studies, focused on development of EUV and SX radiation

sources for lithographic applications at wavelengths of

13.5 nm [{]13,14} and 6.67 nm [{]15-21}. Therefore for

practical applications the knowledge on radiative character-

istics of a source is extremely important for understanding

the possibilities of the source in terms of operating spectral

range and optimization of X-ray optical elements of a device,

since the spectral dependencies of mirror reflection coeffi-

cients, diffraction grating efficiency and spectral sensitivity

of detector significantly influence on type and intensity of

the registered spectrum. In this study we examine the

source of laboratory reflectometer intended for studying

the coefficient of reflection/transmission/scattering of X-ray

optical elements in the wavelength range of 4−60 nm [22].

1. Experimental scheme and procedure

Studies were performed at grazing incidence reflectome-

ter, described in detail in [22], but without mirrors and

diffraction grating in the device scheme. Measurements

scheme is presented in Fig. 1. Diaphragm of 2.3× 3mm

was mounted in the output slot place. On detector it

results in beam of 4× 8mm size, that is less than the

input detector aperture. Possibility of two absorption filters

(AF) mounting is provided in output slot chamber and

directly in front of detector. Nd : YAG laser (Expla NL-300,

wavelength is 1.06µm, duration is 4 ns and pulse repetition

frequency is 10Hz) is used as a radiation source for LPS in

the scheme. Sensitivity-calibrated silicon photodiode SPD-

100UV, made by the Ioffe Institute, was used as a detector.

Principle of LPS emission characteristics measurement in

wide spectral range is as follows. SX and EUV radiation of

laser plasma from the target T comes through input D and

output S2 diaphragms, falls onto the toroidal mirror TM,

comes through the absorption filter AF and falls on multi-

layer mirror, mounted on the five-axes goniometer. Quasi-

monochromatic radiation, reflected from the multi-layer
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Figure 1. Experimental scheme. LPS — laser plasma source of

SX and EUV range, including solid-state pulsed laser (LASER),
laser power meter C, beam divider, redirecting part of radiation

to the power meter C, rotating prism P, optical radiation entry to

vacuum OF , short-focus lens L, protective plate of quartz QP and

target T ; D and S2 — input and output diaphragms, defining solid

angle, from which the radiation is taken; TM — toroidal mirror;

AF — absorption filters for long-wave radiation suppression; G —
five-axes goniometer with mounted multi-layer mirror.

mirror, after passing through the second filter, similar to the

first one, falls on the surface-barrier silicon photodiode SPD-

100UV. Multi-layer X-ray mirror acted as dispersion (in
wavelengths) element due to linked ϕ−2ϕ scan of mirror

and detector.

Relation between the current id , registered from photodi-

ode, and spectral density of LPS power, radiated per solid

angle unit in spectral band of 1 nm I(λ) [W/(sr · nm)], can
be written as

id =

∞∫

0

1� I(λ)s(λ)T 2(λ)Rm(λ)RTMdλ, (1)

where id [A], 1� [sr] is solid angle, from which the radiation

is registered by detector, s(λ) [A/W] is detector sensitivity,

T (λ) is filter transmission coefficient, Rm(λ) is multi-layer

mirror reflection coefficient, RTM is toroidal mirror reflection

coefficient and λ is wavelength. Relation (1) is written on

the premise that radiation from the source is propagating

isotropical. In the most cases such approach is reasonable,

at least in grazing incidence systems, particularly, in

reflectometry, since the radiation is taken from small angles,

much less than 1 sr.

Considering resonant nature of reflection from multi-layer

mirrors, it is sufficient to perform integration in the range

of ±31λ1/2 near resonant wavelength of λr , where 1λ1/2
indicated the width of spectral band of multi-layer mirror at

half height of the reflection coefficient, the relation (1) can

be re-written as

id = 1�

λr +31λ1/2∫

λr−31λ1/2

I(λ)s(λ)T 2(λ)Rm(λ)RTMdλ. (2)

Resonant wavelength is defined as an effective period of

multi-layer mirror deff and grazing incidence angle of ϕ from

Wulff−Bragg?s equation

2deff sinϕ = mλ, (3)

Table 1. Multi-layer X-ray mirrors used in experiment

Structure
Period, Number Operating range

nm of periods of wavelenths, nm

Mo/B4C 6.5 60 6.5−11.9

Mo/Be 9.83 50 11.2−18

Be/Si/Al 18.2 40 17−32

Table 2. Filters used in experiment

Structure
Period, Nuber Operating range

nm of periods of wavelenths, nm

Mo/C 2/0.7 60 6.5−11.9

Mo/Be 3/2 30 11.2−18

MoSi2/Al/MoSi2 2.5/150/2.5 1 17−32

where m is reflection order. The formula uses the effective

period, since there is a strong dispersion of optical constants

in SX and EUV ranges.

In actual practice the spectral dependencies of filters

transmission, detector sensitivity, grazing incidence mirrors

and, for solid targets, spectral density of LPS radiation

power within multi-layer mirror reflection band are the main

functions; they can be taken outside the integral sign and

replaced with their values at resonant wavelength λr . The

exceptions are supramarginal areas of filters transmission

and absorption edge of Si L, 12.4 nm, where abrupt change

of detector sensitivity is observed [23]. Thus, in actual

practice with sufficient precision the following relation can

be used

id = 1� I(λr)s(λr )T
2(λr)RTM(λr )

λr +31λ1/2∫

λr−31λ1/2

Rm(λ)dλ. (4)

In case of registration of narrow spectral lines, that are

apart from each other at a distance, exceeding the multi-

layer mirror reflection band, it can be concluded, that almost

all energy is concentrated at a wavelength of the line λl; the

line acts as delta-function and relation (4) can be re-written

as

id = 1� I(λl)s(λl)T
2(λl)RTM(λl)Rm(λl). (5)

Such situation appears only in case of LPS with target of

light gases [24].
For effective covering of the whole range of wavelengths,

as well as for suppression of signal from high-order

reflections, three types of multi-layer mirrors and filters were

used in the experiment. Their structure and thickness are

presented in Tables 1 and 2. Solid angle, from which the

radiation was registered, was defined by the area of output

diaphragm S2 and its distance to the source and it was equal

to 1� = 4.6 · 10−7 sr.
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Multi-layer mirrors and filters were applied using mag-

netron sputtering method. Description of equipment and

process parameters of the sputtering processes are described

in detail in [25]. Selection of multi-layer mirror structures,

particularly, of the new system of Be/Si/Al [26], is con-

ditioned by the best combination of reflection coefficients

and spectral selectivity with long-lasting stability of X-ray

optical characteristics. Filters materials and design also

provided the optimum combination of high transmission

coefficients and mechanical strength. Detailed information

on manufacturing methods and physical properties of thin-

film filters is presented in [{]27,28}.

2. Calibration of X-ray optical elements

As per relation (4), for determination of the absolute

values of X-ray radiation intensity during experiment the cal-

ibration of the spectral dependencies of integral coefficients

of multi-layer mirrors reflection in their operating ranges,

coefficient of toroidal mirror reflection in the whole range,

absorption filters transmission in their ranges and detector

spectral sensitivity is required.

Fig. 2 and 3 show the measured and calculated depen-

dencies of peak and integral reflection coefficients on wave-

length of Mo/B4C, Mo/Be and Be/Si/Al multi-layer mirrors.

Solid lines indicate the calculated curves, symbols —
measured reflection coefficients: Mo/B4C (blue (online
version)), Mo/Be (red (online version)) and Be/Si/Al

(black). Spectral dependencies of the filters transmission

coefficients are presented in Fig. 4. Measurements of

coefficients of reflection and transmission of filters were

performed at laboratory reflectometer [29]. Measurements

error did not exceed 3−4% and was controlled using test

samples, pre-measured at synchrotron BESSY-2.

During calculation of the reflection characteristics of

multi-layer mirrors the film thickness, width and interfaces
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Figure 2. Measured (symbols) and calculated (solid lines) values

of peak reflection coefficients of Mo/B4C, Mo/Be and Be/Si/Al

multi-layer mirrors.
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Figure 3. Measured (symbols) and calculated (solid lines)
integral values of reflection coefficients of Mo/B4C, Mo/Be and

Be/Si/Al multi-layer mirrors.
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Figure 4. Measured (symbols) and calculated (solid lines)
transmission coefficients of Mo/C, Mo/Be and MoSi2/Al/MoSi2
filters.

type, observed using data of combined reconstruction

of X-ray reflection curves at several wavelengths as per

procedure, described in [30], were used.

Spectral dependence of sensitivity of detector SPD-

100UV was taken from [31], observed using the results of

studies at synchrotron BESSY-2. In the range of interest

it varied within s(λ) = 0.2−0.25A/W. For simplification of

calculations its average value of 〈s(λ)〉 = 0.225A/W was

taken.

Toroidal mirror with gold coating had a reflection

coefficient of RTM = 90−95% in the wavelengths range

of 6.6−32 nm. For the further calculations the average

reflection coefficient of 〈RTM〉 = 92.5% was taken.
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Considering the averaging taken and measurement errors

of mirrors reflection coefficients and filters transmission

coefficients, we estimate the measurement error of the

absolute values of the spectral density of radiation power

I(λ) at the level of ±15%, that is sufficient for the most

applications.

3. Experimental results

Stainless steel target, that, compared with copper and

tin targets, demonstrated maximum radiation capacity in

the observed range, was studied [22]. Fig. 5, a shows

the spectral dependencies of the registered signals (colored
lines with symbols). The spectral dependence of radiation

power density (colored symbols), reconstructed considering

calibration, is presented in Fig. 5, b. Blue color (in online

version) on both diagrams corresponds to the measurements

with Mo/B4C mirror and Mo/C filter. Green color (in online

version) represents the measurement results with Mo/Be

mirror and two Mo/Be filters. Red color (in online version)
corresponds to the measurements with Be/Si/Al multi-layer

mirror and single MoSi2/Al/MoSi2 filter.

It was interesting to compare the spectral density of

the studied source power and radiation of absolutely black

body with temperature, corresponding to its radiation

capacity maximum. On Fig. 6 the line with symbols

represents the measured spectral density of radiation power

I(λ), expressed as number of photons in spectral band of

1 nm, radiated to solid angle of 1 steradian per second

[photon/(nm · sr · s)]. The solid line represents the spectral

density of radiation power of absolutely black body, normal-

ized to maximum, for temperature of 160 000K.

Conclusions

Based on the results of the study the following conclu-

sions can be made:

1) Spectral density of SX and EUV radiation laser plasma

source power in the wavelength range of 6.6−32 nm, using

stainless steel targets at excitation by means of Nd :YAG

laser with parameters λ = 1064 nm, Epulse = 0.45 J,

τ = 4 ns, ν = 10Hz, is measured. Laser parameters are

characteristic for the most reflectometers. Maximum power

density was observed at wavelength of λ ≈ 18 nm, that,

according to Wien?s law, corresponds to temperature of

T = 1.6 · 105 K.

2) Validity of the observed results is confirmed with a

good match of sections of the spectral power density curve,

observed for various multi-layer mirrors and filters.

3) Spectral radiation power density is poorly described

with Planck?s curve of absolutely black body, indicating,

that plasma in this wavelength range is not sufficiently

”
optically-dense“ and this model can not be used for

evaluation of source intensity.
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